
CHAPTER 11 THE EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS

Chapter 11 - The Efficient Market Hypothesis If you believe in the ______ form of the EMH, you believe that stock prices
reflect all relevant information.

BUT: there is not enough predictability to earn an excess return. This may occur because a large number of
competing profit- maximizing investors analyze and value securities, each independently of the others, and
adjust security prices rapidly to reflect the effect of new information. As a result, investors react quickly and
accurately to new information, causing prices to adjust and current market price reflect all available
information about a security and the expected return based upon this price is consistent with its risk. But, the
future prospects for the stock are influenced by unexpected news announcements. In an efficient market the
correlation coefficient between stock returns for two nonoverlapping time periods should be A. A plot of
cumulative abnormal returns for Advanced Medical Optics, Inc. Subsequent correction of the overreaction
leads to poor performance following good performance and vice versa. This development would be bad news
for ImClone shares. Information-gathering is motivated by desire for higher investment returns. Event studies
that examine how fast stock prices adjust to specific significant economic events. But, not all insider trading is
illegal. Lack of liquidity may affect the returns of small and neglected firms; however the theory does not
explain why the abnormal returns are concentrated in January. Although this specific event is not mentioned in
this edition of the book, it is an example of something that would be considered a violation of the EMH. Two
basic assumptions of technical analysis are that security prices adjust A. A and C. To evaluate abnormal
returns, researchers usually accumulate them over a 60 or day period. Stewart was told by her friend, Sam
Waksal, who founded a company called ImClone, that a cancer drug being developed by ImClone had been
rejected by the Food and Drug Administration. Be aware: When you take possession of material non-public
information, you become an insider, and are bound to obey insider trading laws. More Comprehensive
Definition For the purposes of defining illegal insider trading, an insider is someone who has material
non-public information. If the market is efficient, it would not be possible for investors to experience superior
risk-adjusted returns by investing after the public announcement and paying normal transaction costs. Critics
of market efficiency points out these anomalies as an evidence of market inefficiency. Prices could adjust to
unexpected news in three basic ways: â€”Efficient Market Reaction: The price instantaneously adjusts to the
new information. The data set for the weak form of the EMH is market data, which is the only data used
exclusively by technicians. It is difficult for the SEC to prove that a trader is truly a tippee. Difficulty:
Moderate 9. Researchers have used sophisticated techniques to test whether past stock price movements help
predict future stock price movements. Critics of market efficiency point to sizable gains to be had from simply
investing in January and ask: â€”How can an efficient market have such unusual behavior? Difficulty:
Moderate  Work by Amihud and Mendelson , A. The January Effect is partially understood. It is important to
be able to distinguish between: â€”Informed trading â€”Legal insider trading â€”Illegal insider trading 55 56
Informed Trading When an investor makes a decision to buy or sell a stock based on publicly available
information and analysis, this investor is said to be an informed trader. After the news was released, there was
a large, sharp downward movement in the CAR. It is difficult to keep track of insider information flows and
subsequent trades. So, there is no way to know where prices are headed. But, what do we see when we look at
returns on small-cap stocks? This creates incentives to unearth relevant information and use it. Technicians
follow market data--price changes and volume of trading as indicator of supply and demand believing that
they can identify price trends as security prices adjust gradually. A, B, and C A, B, and C are true; however,
even in an efficient market one should be able to earn the appropriate risk-adjusted rate of return.


